Impeach Bush & Cheney Now!
How much more of this “boiling-of-the-frog” loss of
democratic rights, freedoms and government actions
are we willing to take, before we act? Our “elected”
ruling elite are driving us over a cliff into a abyss of
corporate authoritarianism. They rely upon citizens
being passive. This is how they control us. YOU CAN
STOP THEM. Reading, watching, listening and
talking allows you to understand the reality you live
in, but does nothing to stop their ACTIONS. You
must ACT daily and stop feeding their system with
your money and complicit behavior.
1) STOP
BUYING CORPORATE CRAP. Buying corporate
products feeds a continual lowering of the quality of
life, wages and your community’s wellbeing, while
raising toxicity, and their profits. Tell store
management you won’t buy corporate. 2) BUY
LOCAL/ NON-TOXIC. Localizing your purchases
keeps money flowing inside of your community.
Share your wealth with neighbors. Don’t buy toxic
products like oil and pesticides. Buy organic, walk,
bike, use public transportation and live local. Tell
your local grocer you want pesticide-free/organic. 3)
VOTE OUT REDS AND BLUES. Vote Green or any
alternative candidate that supports the elimination of
“corporate personhood”. 4) PROTEST DAILY. Wear
peace signs. Thumbs down that Hummer. Do a one
minute protest on your way to work. Assiduously seek
out the truth and inform others.
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King Bozo’s Shock&Awe Disaster Capitalism is the Ultimate Evolutionary Endgame of Apocalypse for It’s Own Sake.
Your government has been taken over by ruthless idiot, corporate
thugs. They put a bozo smiley face on the facade of their empire to
fool you into thinking that they are just your neighborly good ol’
boys. They own the media that feeds you misinformation that keeps
you passive and compliant. They manufacture phoney threats to
your safety so you will accept their drastic measures
deconstructing democracies that interfere with their freedom to
stripmine, manufacture, market and sell anything their little minds
happen to dream up, freely.
When they talk to you about “freedom” and “democracy” this is
what they are talking about... their freedom, their ”democratic”
right to make economic decisions for THEMSELVES and the wellbeing of THEIR empire. Just think about the rhetoric you have
heard all your life: “...we are America, we stand for the freedom of
everyone to be free of tyranny and oppression...” If this is true,
why don’t we have citizen verifiable vote counts and publicly
financed debates with all the top parties and candidates, free of
corporate/wealthy influence? Why were the 2000 and 2004
elections stolen without any Congressional investigations? Why has
“deregulation” created unregulated corporate monopolies that are
allowed to economically control the behavior of our government,
passing laws that facilitate the profits of businesses over the wellbeing of the citizenry? Why is it that we are the richest nation on
earth but are told we “can’t afford” the beneficial public
infrastructure we had in the 50’s and 60’s and we must privatize?
And why do we have to spend more than 50% of our income tax
revenues on defense spending?
Why do we not criminally prosecute an administration that has lied
over 300 times in order to facilitate: war; torture; corporate
subsidies and corruption; surveillance of citizens; financial
scandals caused by deregulation; the elimination of habeas corpus;
unnecessary environmental depletion, destruction and toxicity and
unchecked global warming; attempted privatization of water
supplies, schools, roads, public sector jobs, social security and
health care; the gutting of fair labor regulations; attempted use of
immigrants as a source of cheap, indentured slave labor; a corrupt
“privatization experiment” after the New Orleans disaster; the
under-taxation of the corporate and wealthy while overtaxing the
employee and small business classes; the signing of “free trade”
agreements that supercede Constitutional and nationally legislated
laws allowing international corporations to pollute and monopolize
any country on earth?

The sad truth is that since WWII we have all been duped by our
economic elites. They have our youth fight wars for empire while
propagandizing that these wars are for “our freedom” and
protecting our “national interests”. National interests or corporate
interests? They even found the social safety nets of the Nixon
Administration (the EPA, OSHA, NOAA, wage and price controls,
SS indexing to inflation, SSI, Affirmative Action, Parks, federal
employee raises, 55mph speed limit and even proposed a “living
wage” standard and a sliding-scale national health care plan!) to be
abominable impediments that demanded removal.
They have since gone about a sophisticated social engineering
campaign to make people believe that social spending is evil and
profit for it’s own sake is benevolent. That free markets are
superior to free democracies and that you are only free when THEY
are freer than you are. They have since used the World Bank and
IMF to offer destabilized foreign governments and democracies
loan agreements stipulating privatization and the selling off of
public assets to foreign investors accompanied by: the elimination
of any trade protections, deregulation, gutting of labor laws, in
essence anything interfering with global “free trade”. They have
turned the entire second and third world into their own personal
natural and human slave labor and resource pool. And you, the
American consumer, is the duped, supposed beneficiary of this
immoral arrangement.
They hide these facts from you as much as possible, and when
people like myself bring them up, like I am now, they have
propagandized to you with decades of false arguments defending
this behavior. Believe me, you have been duped! Please check this
out for yourself. Read the books of Noam Chomsky, Howard Zinn
and Naomi Klein to name just a few. They document these facts
directly from the horse’s mouths: speeches, congressional and
government documents, hearings, written legislation, white papers
and policy statements, and other official and journalistic
documentation. One of these days when these idiot’s stupid
economic nightmare creates global chaos, these policies will be
attempted in this country! They have actually already started
creating a crisis situation, and are attempting do to you here, what
they have done to the Third World. Are you willing to accept a
smiley faced police state with no free speech, no untampered
elections, third world unemployment and poverty for you, bare
survival for a tiny middle management class of overlords, and
continued high lifestyle for the elites?

